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The supersonic performance of the CF-105 aircraft
has been calculated for the following conditions:
{a)
(b)
(c)

Combat Weight = 48,134 lb.
C.G. Position at 0.28 MAC
Gronda thrust estimates for P5/13 engine
as installed in C1-105 {in particular
T * 18,400 lb. at M * 1.5 at 50,000 ft.)

ihe following is a summary of calculated performance
under the above conditions.
(i)

Normal steady load factor at Mr 1.5 at 50,000
ft. « n » 1.38

(II)

Absolute ceiling (at M » 1.5) = 56,800 ft.

(III) Maximum level Mach number at 50,000 ft. ~ 1.75
it should be pointed out that these calculations
apply to a combat weight oi 40,134 lb., which is the combat
weight as estimated by avro. 01nee the Nad estimate of drag
is higher than the wro estimate, the combat weight should
also be somewhat higher because of the extra fuel required
to complete a combat mission of 200 nautical miles radius.
However, the calculation of mission fuel has not yet been
made by the NAG.
large difference between the above performance
estimates and those submitted by Avro is due almost entirely
to differences in the estimated values of two aerodynamic
parameters. ihe iirsfc oi those is C,j , • The Avro estimate

^min

is 0.020 at M « 1.5» and the
estimate is 0.0233. The
second parameter is G^g at constant G^, which is the elevator
pitching moment effectiveness parameter. The Avro value at
M = 1.5 is -0.00230, and the Nad value is -0.00188. This value
was estimated by means of an extrapolation of the Cornell
tunnel data to higher Mach numbers, and hence the difference
in the two values of Gpu is due to differences in the method
of extrapolation.
°
no estimate of the loss in steady turning performance
has ouen made, due to probable future weight growth of the aircraft, because of the uncertainty in guessing the growth in
combat weight• however, the load factor, n, will vary inversely
with combat weight.
regarding the question of weight reduction which would
necessary in order to raise the value of n from 1.38 to 2.0,
it is easy to show that the required combat weight would be
33 ,*y00 lb. The bo tax weight oi the structure, power plant and
f-.y2.ng concrol group is at present 32,000 lb. The remaining
weight consists of fixed and removable equipment, crew,
armament and other useful load including fuel.
oe
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Nab SUMMARY OF ESTIMATED SUPERSONIC Pc,RFORMAI\ICE OF CF-105
The supersonic performance of the CF-105 aircraft
has been calculated for the following conditions:
(a)
(b)
(c)

Combat Weight = 48,134 lb.
C.G. Position at 0.28 MAC
Orenda thrust estimates for PS/13 engine
as installed in CF-103 (in particular
T = 18,400 lb. at 24 = 1.5 at fir) ,000 ft. )

ihe iollowing is a summary of calculated performance
under the above conditions.
(i)

Normal steady load factor at M : 1,5 at 50.000
ft. = n = 1.38

(ii)

Absolute ceiling (at M = 1.5) = 56,800 ft.

(iii) Maximum level Mach number at 50,000 ft. = 1.75
It should be pointed out that these calculations
apply to a combat weight of 48,134 lb., which is the combat
weight as estimated by Avro* Since the NAS estimate of drag
is higher than the Avro estimate, the combat weight should
also be somewhat higher because of the extra fuel required
to complete a combat mission of 200 nautical miles radius.
However, the calculation of mission fuel has not yet been
made by the NAE,
ihe large dillerence between the above performance
estimates and those submitted by Avro is due almost entirely
to difierences in the estimated values of two aerodynamic
parameters.
ihe first oi these is Cn
. The Avro estimate
min
is 0,020 at M = 1.5, and the NAE estimate is 0+0233. The
second parameter is
at constant 0j_,, which is the elevator
pitching moment effectiveness parameter, The Avro value at
M = 1.5 id -0.00230, and the NAE value is -0.00188. This value
was estimated by means of an extrapolation of the Cornell
tunnel data to higher Mach numbers, and hence the difference
in the two values of G% is due to differences in the method
of extrapolation.
^
No estimate of the loss in steady turning performance
has been made, due to probable future weight growth of the aircraft, because of the uncertainty in guessing the growth in
combat weight. However, the load factor, n, will vary inversely
with combat weight.
Regarding the question of weight reduction which would
be necessary in order to raise the value of n from 1.38 to 2.0,
it is easy to show that the required combat weight would be
33,200 lb. The total weight of the structure, power plant and
flying control group is at present 32,000 lb. The remaining
weight consists of fixed and removable equipment, crew,
armament and other useful load including fuel.
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The supersonic performance of the CF-105 aircraft
has been calculated for the following conditions:
(a)
(b)
(c)

Combat Weight = 48,134 lb.
C.G. Position at 0.28 MAC
Orenda thrust estimates for PS/l3 engine
as installed in CP-103 (in Darticular
T » 18,400 lb. at M - 1.3 at 30,000 ft.)

Iho following is a summary of calculated performance
under the above conditions.
(i)

Normal steady load factor at Mr 1.5 at 50,000
ft. = n = I.38

(ii)

Absolute ceiling (at M = 1.5) = 56,800 ft.

(iii) Maximum level Mach number at 50,000 ft, = I.75
It should be pointed out that these calculations
aoply to a combat weight of 48,134 lb., which is the combat
weight as estimated by Avro. Since the NAE estimate of drag
is higher than the Avro estimate, the combat weight should
also be somewhat higher because of the extra fuel required
to complete a combat mission of 200 nautical miles radius.
However, the calculation of mission fuel has not yet been
made by the NAE,
.the large diiterence between the above performance
estimates and those submitted by Avro is due almost entirely
to differences in the estimated values of two aerodynamic
parameters.
ihe first ol these is Cn
.
The Avro estimate

mm

is 0.020 at M = 1.5, and the HAS estimate is 0.0233, The
second parameter is
at constant Cg, which is the elevator
pitching moment effectiveness parameter. The Avro value at
M = 1.5 is -O.OO23O, and the HAS value is -0.00188. This value
was estimated by means of an extrapolation of the Cornell
tunnel data to higher Mach numbers', and hence the difference
in the two values of
is due to differences in the method
of extrapolation.
°
No estimate oi. the loss in steady turning performance
has been made, due to probable future weight growth of the aircraft, because of the uncertainty in guessing the growth in
combat weight. However, the load factor, n, will varv inversely
with combat weight.
Regarding the question of weight reduction which would
necessary in order to raise the value of n from 1.38 to 2.Ü,
it is easy to show that the required combat weight would be
j'j9sSdO lb,
ihe totax weight oi the structure, power plant and
flying control group is at present 32,000 lb. The remaining
weight consists of fixed and removable equipment, crew,
armament and other useful load including 'fuel.
be
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Combat height = 48,134 lb.
u.ü. Position at 0.28 MAC
Orenda thrust estimates for PS/l3 engine
as installed in Cl-105 (in particular
1
" 16>400 lb. at M = 1.5 at 50,000 ft.)
under the Ibov^condSfonsP

°f

calculated

performance

Normal ^steady load factor at M z 1.5 at 50,000
ft. =
(ii)

Absolute ceiling (at M = 1.5) = 56,800 ft.

(iii) Maximum level Mach number at 50,000 ft
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supersonic
performance
the CP-10$ aircraft
has seen calculated
for the
following ofconditions:
(aj
(b)
(c;

Combat weight = 48,134 lb.
C.G. Position at 0.28 HAG
Orenda tiinst enti.atos for PO/13 engine
as installed in CP-105 (in particular
» 12,400 lb. at A * l.$ at $0,000 ft.)

under the a’bovPcondl'tionsf

°f

Caiculated perforlaance

(i)

Normal steady load factor at M z l.$ at 50,000
ft.
1.38

(il)

Absolute ceiling (at M « 1.5) = $6,800 ft.

(lit) Maximum level Mach number at $0,000 ft. - 1.7$
^

^ should be pointed out that these calculations
of 48,134 lb., which is the combat
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at « « l.>, and the l US estimate is 0.0233.
..-. ter is G* at constant GL, which is the
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armament and other useful load including fuel.
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The supersonic performance of the CF-105 aircraft
has been calculated for the following conditions:
{a}
(b)
(c)

Combat Weight = 46,134 lb.
C.G. Position at 0.28 FUG
Gronda thrust estimates for P3/13 engine
as installed in CF-105 (in particular
T * 18,400 lb. at 21 = 1.5 at 50,000 ft.)

ihe 1ollowing is a summary of calculated performance
under the above conditions.
(i)

Normal steady load factor at M = 1.5 at 50.000
ft. » n * 1.38

Ui)

Absolute celling (at M = 1.5) = 56,800 ft.

(ill) maximum level Mach number at 50,000 ft. - I.75
It should be pointed out that these calculations
aoply to a combat weight oi 48,134 lb., which is the combat
weight as estimated by ,.vro. Since the NAd estimate of drag
is higher than the Avro estimate, the combat weight should
also be somewhat higher because of the extra fuel required
•v-o complete a comoat mission of 200 nautical miles radius.
However, the calculation of mission fuel has not yet been
made by the HAA.
ihe large difference between the above performance
estimates and those submitted by ,»vro is due almost entirely
to differences in the estimated values of two aerodynamic
parameters, ihe first oi these is Cn . * The Avro estimate
raln

is 0.020 at M - 1.5, and the RAE estimate is 0*0233. The
second parameter
. ^ at constant Gjb, which is the elevator
pitching moment effectiveness parameter. The Avro value at
M = 1.5 is -0.00230, and the MAE value is -0.00188. This value
was estimated by means of an extrapolation of the Cornell
tunnel data to higher Mach numbers, and hence the difference
in the two values of Çjjt0 is due to differences in the method
of extrapolation.
Ho estimate oi the loss in steady turning performance
sas ceen made, due to probable xuture weight growth of the air—
craft, because of the uncertainty in guessing the growth in
combat weight. However, the load factor, n, will vary inversely
with combat weight.
Regarding the question of weight reduction which would
be necessary in order to raise the value of n from 1.38 to 2.0,
3^ .
bo show that the required combat weight would be
3d,wüü lb. The total weight of the structure, power plant and
ilying control group is at present 32,000 lb. The remaining
weight consists oi lixod and removable equipment, crew,
armament and other useful load including fuel.
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